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Editor’s Rant

‘Pub’ has become a word in its own right, and evocative of

were caught all provide data that can be used to study the

so many thing to so many people. But most punters and

progression of the fish evolution and even populations. What’s

publicans know it stems from ‘public House’ – a place for the

more, most actually still have cells containing usable DNA

public to gather and take solace.

– a repository of knowledge that could unlock a wealth of

We’ve all heard moving stories of pubs embracing or

information.

becoming a shelter for people that have somehow tragically

This revelation is far from a passing curiosity. The study of

lost their own house, be it from fire or water, or fallen on hard

these fish, their evolution and numbers, is set to reveal vital

times. Recent weeks have seen several initiatives offering food

information about the history and change that has taken place

and water (actually, beer) to people as an incentive to donate

in Australia’s largest river system. That will in turn bring greater

money – most notably to those affected by the catastrophic

understanding of how it has changed, and most importantly,

earthquake in Nepal.

what needs to be done to protect its future.

These efforts serve to remind us how inter-connected

Flowing through four States, the river system undoubtedly

hospitality can be with the broader community. I for one have

touches the lives of thousands of people – and their public

been surprised to hear how many Nepalese citizens work in

houses. They say charity begins at home. Perhaps more will

Australian pubs, but have not been surprised to see so many

begin to take place on the banks of the Murray.

fundraisers held for their families back in Nepal.
Taking this amazing ubiquity into account, a story that has
emerged connecting the genealogy of fresh water fish with
rural hotels is one for the record books.
Amongst the amazing array of adornments one can find
pub-hopping throughout the country – and by the way,

If you have stuffed cod and would like to be
involved (or donate to the research) – contact
myself or Paul Humphries at Charles Sturt
University. phumphries@csu.edu.au

few compare with some of those found at the Daly Waters
(see p.18) – a stele of a Murray River cod is not particularly
striking. The sombre head or stuffed carcass of a fish, mounted
trophy-like on lacquered timber and staring immortally out to
space, is an almost traditional wall decoration in public houses
throughout Australia and no doubt many other countries.
However, the centuries-old tradition happens to embody
a modern purpose, as scientists have realised these lifeless
representations actually contain valuable information. The
size, specific breed and importantly the date on which they
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NEWS
IRIS GROUP BUYS
CHRIS CHEUNG’S
‘THE BOURBON’

ALL NEWS AND
NEWTOWN FOR MERIVALE

The “vision” Chris Cheung had for Kings Cross icon The
Bourbon came to an end as the celebrated operator sold the
venue to Iris Group, citing trading collapse in the precinct.
“It was with a heavy heart that we made the decision to put
the hotel on the market,” Cheung lamented to PubTIC. “We
were challenged with our master plan for The Bourbon due
to Government legislative changes to Kings Cross, coupled by
media.
“We had great plans to restore a Sydney icon and regenerate
Kings Cross.”
Iris Group has been creating headlines with a string of highprofile acquisitions, and is currently undertaking a $300
million expansion and overhaul of the Mercure complex, also
on Darlinghurst Road, which includes top gaming pub the
Crest Hotel, and late-trader Goldfish.
CEO Sam Arnaout told PubTIC the legendary hotel will remain.

April was another big month for the Merivale juggernaut.

“We’re very excited about taking over and operating as The

With the ink still drying on the deal that saw Justin Hemmes

Bourbon. What we have acquired is a hotel Chris Cheung has

purchase the Newport Arms, the dynamic operator acquired

done really good things with, but through no fault of his own

another venue – his first in the inner west.

has really struggled.”

The Queen Victoria Hotel is very close to the station in the

Cheung purchased the hotel and neighbouring Club Swans

hipster haven of Newtown, which boasts booming venues by

in late 2010, after a severe storm saw the roof collapse. The

big operators such as Riversdale, Solotel and Keystone. A quick

incidents that brought about the area’s trading restrictions

turn-around will see Merivale re-launch in early June with a

occurred during the extensive renovation, and prevented

signature strong food focus, headed up by Chris Hogarth and

licences for other levels or the adjacent building.

Patrick Friesen of Papi Chulo fame.

Iris’ history of mixed-use development may allow the famous

“The Queen Victoria Hotel is another fantastic addition to the

hotel to remain, albeit beneath gentrified residents. Arnaout

Merivale group in what is undoubtedly our most exciting year

says “no stone will be left unturned” in the pursuit of a viable

yet,” said Justin Hemmes, Merivale CEO.

solution, whatever the future of the trading restrictions.

Taking over the Newport Arms this month, Hemmes revealed
to PubTIC some of the plans he hopes will make the Northern
Beaches landmark Merivale’s greatest achievement to date.
“It’s very rare that you get a site or location that actually allows
you the opportunity to be this creative, and be able to explore
the avenues that I want to explore down there,” said Hemmes.
Overlooking picturesque Pittwater, the Group is planning
ferrying services amongst other things, which opens it to trade
from the Central Coast – a short boat-ride away.
“We’re moving away from a traditional pub or hotel offering. I
want it to be a hub of excitement seven days a week, not just
weekends.”
The project is expected to take several years. Stage one will
see most of the venue closed – unveiled in time for summer.
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NEWS
“WORST VEGETARIAN
RESTAURANT” PUB SOLD
TO POWER BREWER

JLL Hotels Senior Vice President - Investment Sales Paul Fraser
managed the sale, which reportedly serves up two head of
cattle each week and is known as “Brisbane’s worst vegetarian
restaurant”.
“Looking back over the years, it is just such a strong performer,
year in year out,” Fraser told PubTIC. “And it’s also got an
amazing reputation as serving Brisbane’s best steak!”

NEWHAVEN HOTELS
PASSES BATEAU BAY PUB
TO LAUNDYS
The publicly listed Newhaven Hotels has divested another
pub, selling the Bateau Bay Hotel to Laundy Hotels for $11
million.
Speaking to PubTIC, Newhaven chairman Fred Kelly said the
timing was right.
“The directors of Newhaven believe it is in the interest of all
our shareholders to sell at this time and in doing so we wish
the Laundys great success with it in the future.”
JLL Hotels’ Sam Handy and John Musca managed the sale,
which highlighted the desirability of high quality fringe hotels.
Independent Pub Group continued its strategic exit from
Queensland with the sale of the historic Norman Hotel to
James Power – nephew to Bernie Power of Power Brewing –
for around $7 million.
The younger Power is known for his successful ‘Personalised
Plates Queensland’ business, and has previously operated
pubs. The 1889 Woolloongabba hotel has enjoyed icon status
in the area for decades, with year-round patronage courtesy
of its location, which is close to “The Gabba” cricket ground.

“The diminishing A-grade pubs supply has led to significant
yield compression, and rather than acquiring a second-grade
metropolitan pub, buyers are seeking prime coastal pub
assets on bigger sites, in better locations, with larger trading
footprints and more scope for upside,” said Handy.
In early 2014 Newhaven sold the strategically located Buena
Vista Hotel in Mosman to Halcyon Group for around $13
million.

KARMA KEGS ROLL OUT OF SOLOTEL PUBS FOR NEPAL
Solotel Group and CUB hosted a series of fundraisers to send money and clothing to Nepal, following the massive 7.8 magnitude
earthquake that rocked it in late April, which created a lot of innocent victims in a very poor part of the world.
All 16 Solotel venues ran a ‘Karma Keg’ event, where customers chose to pay what they like for a schooner of beer donated by
CUB, with all money going to the fundraiser.
“We just wanted to help our Nepalese family and
friends,” said Sarah Lewis, licensee of the Golden
Sheaf, which hosted the first of the events. “We have
a number of Nepalese members of our team. They
started the fundraising idea and we just wanted to
help in any way we could.”
The Sheaf saw around 200 people arrive on short
notice to donate, and staff donated their time
behind the bar and serving drinks.
To donate to this worthy cause, go to:
www.gofundme.com/Love-for-nepal
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NEWS
PUB STAFF GUILTY
OF DUI DEATH
A landmark case that saw hotel staff charged after a drunk
patron died in a road crash has reached trial, but the
hangover isn’t over yet.
In mid-2013 Kangaroo Island resident Anthony Read
died when he crashed his ute into a tree driving from the
Penneshaw Hotel, where he had reportedly consumed 22
drinks before being sold a six-pack to take home.
Hotel staff were charged, and a South Australian
Magistrate’s Court heard evidence they were repeatedly
promised the regular patron would not be driving and had
“made arrangements to stay … at a friend’s place”.

4:30 am on Good Friday with a knife, slashing one of the
bouncers, inflicting a minor wound. Reports say up to
ten men chased down Peker, before he was carried back
toward the club and left in a laneway.
The incident was caught on CCTV by a bank and a taxi
as well as a nearby bystander, who was accosted by the
bouncers and his phone stolen.
Yusuf Ozenoglu and Sinan Akkurt face similar charges and
were also granted bail. They confirmed a feud between
Orcanoglu and Peker, reportedly saying there would be
‘blood for blood’. Peker has refused to cooperate with
police, and declined to provide a statement. He remains in
The Alfred hospital in a serious but stable condition.

Company and duty manager Richard Purvis and licensee
Trevor Jaggard pleaded guilty to charges over serving an
intoxicated person. Charges were subsequently dropped
against Jaggard.
Both Purvis and the hotel still also face Licensing Court,
where Purvis will be stripped of his right to oversee
alcohol sales and the venue may face its licence being
suspended, conditions imposed or even revoked entirely.
The Court cited that precedent would be set, and ruled
another hearing would be required to assess further
evidence. This is currently scheduled to take place in
June.

“GLASSING” PUTS PUB
IN THE HOT SEAT
A pub in suburban Camden went through the PR wringer
as shock-hungry media latched onto a police report that
mentioned a “glassing”. A number of publications trotted
out a blurry account of the night that painted the pub as
complacent at best.
Licensee of the Camden Hotel, Andrew Valciukas, worried
they would continue to receive bad publicity over the
incident.

Anthony Read

BOUNCERS NEAR KILL
KNIFE-WIELDING PATRON
Career bouncer Remzi Orcanoglu was granted bail in
Melbourne Magistrates’ Court, facing charges including
‘intentionally causing serious injury with gross violence’,
after he and at least two other guards from Melbourne’s
upmarket CQ Hotel chased down and stabbed Cinar Peker
eight times, to the head and abdomen.
Police reported that they suspect Peker had earlier been
denied entry to the nightclub, before returning around
6 | April 2015 PubTIC

“This kind of thing has become a political football,”
Valcuikas told PubTIC. “The act could not be described as
anything less than criminal.”
Local police had just undertaken an incident-free random
search, with sniffer dogs, when heated words began
between two men, culminating in one throwing some
punches then hitting the other in the head with a glass.
Security handed the man over to police, and the injured
man was taken to hospital and received treatment for
deep lacerations and a cut to his eye.
The hotel lost over an hour of peak Saturday night trading,
and had its reputation as something of a “sophisticated”
choice in the area tarnished. And yet the media reports
focused on the fact that it occurred in a hotel, as though
that was the root of the problem.

MAJOR FEATURE

PUBS ON FIRE …
THE
BARBEQUE
EVOLUTION
Ignorance may be
bliss, but in the case
of new-age BBQ, the
bliss is what comes
next.
Clyde Mooney
reports
As an Australian, brought up by the beach,
I thought I knew something about
barbeque.
“That’s not BBQ – that’s just grilling-out,”
said a patron in the pub I managed in San
Diego, California, back in 2003.
This regular drinker at the Aussie Pub,
hailing from Texas, went on to describe
how true BBQ is an all-day process
involving skilfully tending large slabs of
meat over a ‘smoker’ that slowly roasted
with heat and smoke from slow-burning
timber.
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MAJOR FEATURE
Despite my self-proclaimed BBQ pedigree, this was quite a

After hosting a BBQ competition at Eatons Hill, Comiskey

novel concept. I went with him to a local place that featured

determined both venues needed off-set smokers¹ to

American-style BBQ and instantly fell in love with the melt-in-

complement their existing menus.

your-mouth nature of what was known as ‘low and slow’.

“People are looking for that strong BBQ flavour and genuine

Fast forward more than a decade, and to my delight I begin

‘smokiness’ you only get with a smoker,” Comsikey told

seeing this style take hold down-under.

PubTIC.

Australians have largely been spoilt when it comes to meat

“We already had ribs on the menu, and pulled pork burgers are

quality, and to a large extent have not needed to find ways

getting popular, so it was a natural incorporation into other

to improve its flavour and eatability. But the fact is, this style

meats, like brisket and chicken wings. We’re really happy with

– apart from greatly improving lesser cuts – brings a result

it.”

better than virtually any top steak cooked any other way.

2. The original prototype by
Radar Hill Smokers. Founder Rob
Maxworthy is a steel fabricator
by trade. He built this 24-inch
unit in his business Maxworthy
Fabrications by request, for his
nephew Vaughn, of the Meat
Sweats. Its maiden voyage saw
it win the Bangalow Blue Grass
Festival BBQ comp.

What’s more, the crackling BBQ, wafting smoke and pervasive
aromas, bring a sense of theatre and community that seems
to tap into primal instincts. And the time the whole process
takes both builds expectation and invites heap big hungerbuilding.
It is no wonder the methodology is low and slowly smoking
the meat-eating fraternity. Well and truly beyond just a Sunday
arvo hobby, the USA now sees enormous semi-professional
BBQ competitions all over the country. What began as a
method of meat preservation has become the preferred
flavour profile for millions of Americans.
A wildly passionate mob, these BBQ-ers and ‘pit-masters’ (the
all-important controller of the fire) congregate, cook and swap
recipes for rubs and marinades.

ALL FARE IN PUBS
Robert Comiskey takes his hotels very seriously. Already
boasting what’s widely acclaimed as the ‘biggest pub in

Rob decided to diversify from his
business building mining equipment, to creating world-class low
& slow off-set smokers.
“They’re like a love affair … you’ve got to learn the nature of the
beast,” says Maxworthy.

Head chef John Alexander returned from some time off to
find a new doctrine to incorporate into his repertoire. Having
grown up on a farm, with grandma cooking roasts on a foodfired stove over gum and eucalypt John had gathered, he was
no stranger to the aromatic pleasures of smoke-cooking meat.
“I turned up from holidays to hear the Meat Sweats² boys
were arriving at 4am the next day to help me set up and start
cooking for Mothers’ Day,” said Alexander.

Australia’ – Eatons Hill Hotel, just north of Brisbane – he

“I’ve met some passionate chefs in my time, but these guys

determined to build a bigger one, a little further north, at

are a special breed. We ended up serving over 1700 meals for

Sandstone Point.

breakfast and lunch, with the smoker doing pork and chicken.”
Alexander says products from the smoker allow for a lot of
different uses. He went through 100 kilograms of Boston
collars for an event at the Hotel, using pulled pork in a variety
of ways including on pizzas.
“It’s a good bit of kit. We’ve only had it a few weeks, but we’re
already doing weird and wonderful things. I’ve begun to
challenge my staff for other proteins to use; we’re looking at
Ora king salmon, which is a very dense fillet. We’ll probably
smoke it with apple and plum wood just to infuse flavour, as
it’s already got a very rich, oily texture.
“We’re now doing ‘Smokehouse Sundays’ featuring menu
items like pulled pork brioche rolls and smoked chicken wings.
One of our chefs lives over a kilometres away and he called
me the other day to say ‘You’ve lit that smoker, haven’t you … I
can smell it from here!’”

Radar Hill smoker, with custom badging for Eatons Hill Hotel
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MAJOR FEATURE
“We recently competed in the Port Macquarie BBQ Wars
against 50 other teams, and came 1st in the beef category
and 2nd overall. We cooked on four ProQ water smokers and
a custom-made off-set smoker owned by my team mate
Michael Rose, which was hand-made in Victoria.
“American-style BBQ is great pub food. It goes great with beer,
and is tender and packed full of flavour. You can get cheaper
cuts of meats like pork Boston butt, brisket, tri-tip, beef shortribs and make some killer dishes, which can be sold at a
competitive price.
“And having a smoker in your venue really adds to the theatre
of the whole experience.”
It could rationally be argued anything that complements the
surging interest in flavoursome beers is gravy on a growing
revenue pie. At Rouse Hill, the Australian Hotel & Brewery
determined exactly that.
3. Mitch Davis & Michael Rose – Badass BBQ

The Lantern Group operates over a dozen hotels in New South
Wales and Queensland. Group executive chef Mitch Davis is a
long-time devotee of the style.
“I have always been a fan of American-style cooking, in
particular Southern cuisines,” said Davis.
“Pork ribs have been a staple on many pub menus for the
past decade, and I was always trying to improve my recipes
and techniques. Pubs have recreated what they thought were
USA-style ribs by braising, sous vide and boiling – trying to
replicate the flavours.
“But the only way to get true ribs or BBQ is to use a smoker
and cook ‘low & slow’, so naturally I gravitated towards this
method.”
Building a reputation for smoking it up, Davis was approached

Australian Hotel & Brewery

by the Badass Competition BBQ³ team, who are regulars on

“It’s a unique selling proposition in the Hills, particularly as

the burgeoning Australian BBQ circuit.

nobody else is doing it,” says marketing director David Ward.
“A lot of people new to the style are really loving it, and the
BBQ die-hards are coming out here from all over Sydney.
“It’s also a great ‘visual’ way to cook – out in the courtyard,
with the mouth-watering smells permeating through
the Brewery. It’s added a lot to our food offering; we’ve

The first ever Radar Hill smoker
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1. An off-set smoker - how it works

MAJOR FEATURE
incorporated smoked brisket into one of our best-selling

North-west of Melbourne, in Warracknabeal, the Creekside

pizzas, we do brisket and slaw rolls, and a mixed grill with a

Hotel loves its food. Evolving from slow-cooking in sous vide

variety of smoked meats.

style, they built their own smoker, which they call a ‘Hauser’ –

“Smoked brisket is a gimme-more match with some of our

in honour of its creator.

seasonal beers – delicious with our Extra Hoppy Ale.”

“It’s very social, and works well in our pub where people can

Far from the Hills, in Sydney’s uber-trendy inner west, resides

stand around and drink and chat for hours while waiting in

the Erskineville Hotel. The area is without doubt becoming a

anticipation for the great food to be cooked,” says owner Sally

foodie and craft beer mecca, with specialty eateries and ironic

Gebert.

brewers like Young Henrys populating the streets.

“We signed up with the Australasian BBQ Alliance4 to host a

“There is always a demand to offer new and innovative styles,

BBQ competition, which is to be held in October this year.

as people are constantly wanting to try things that are a
step above your traditional pub cuisine,” says licensee Holly

Within 36 hours of launching the event we were 75 per cent
booked, with teams coming from New South Wales, ACT,

Hancock.

South Australia and Victoria.

“We wanted to give our customers an option that stayed true

“I believe American-style BBQ will get bigger and bigger.

to what the Erko is: a proper pub where people can come to
meet up with friends and family, while they eat great food and

It helps take the pressure off our kitchen, and it’s such an
inclusive and friendly style of eating.”

drink great beer and wine. The smoker is the perfect fit for
that.
“The public response has been somewhat of a phenomenon.
We thought it would be popular, but not this popular. We’re
constantly trying to evolve what we offer from the smoker,
experimenting with smoked cheeses, fruits and vegetables.
“I think part of the reason it has been so successful is because
our chefs have really explored the capabilities of the smoker,
and really lifted from just brisket and pork collar.”

4. Australasian BBQ
Alliance competition

L-R: Lance Haeusler, builder
of the smoker, with Creekside
Hotel’s Sally and Kevin Gerbert
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RESTORATION FEATURE

The Guildford Hotel, and its Gilding Guild
Less than half an hour’s drive north-east of the Perth CBD,

and hospitality specialists Ultimo Design & Construction and

what is now known as the suburb of Guildford once laid claim

Fratelle Group Architects, and a chorus of consultants, town

to being the centre of the Swan River Colony.

planners and engineers.

Established in 1829, it lays claim to more than its fair share of

The Publican Group entered into a 15-year lease agreement

historic buildings and ornate architecture – not the least of

with Martino, but unusually have elected to be part of the

which is the grand Federation free classical style beauty that is

rebuild from the beginning.

the Guildford Hotel.

“We’re doing it because we want a say in the characteristics

In 2008, the Hotel was gutted by fire. Losing its roof and

of the end result,” Publican Group director Steve Garcia told

any prospect of continued trading, it languished under the

PubTIC.

elements for years. While some accosted the relic with graffiti

“There are so many layers, and things we want to retain

and refuse, others in the local community formed the Save

because they are part of the history of the pub. Many things

the Guildford Hotel movement and petitioned to restore the

are no longer structural, but have been kept due to their

‘Grand Old Dame’.

significance.

In June of last year, current owner Luke Martino entered into

“A lot of things don’t match, such as skirting and architraves.

a unique agreement to work hand-in-hand with successful

We’re working closely with Heritage and using old photos to

operators The Publican Group Australia to rescue and rebuild

get it right.”

the much-loved icon. Motivated by a shared interest to revive
a community asset, the two parties have engaged heritage

Garcia says the hope is to emphasize original features in walls,
old fireplaces and windows by making clever use of modern
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RESTORATION FEATURE
products such as specialty lighting. The new bar will likewise be in
the middle of the room, to better allow the building’s fixtures to be
on display.
“We’re aiming to restore the appearance, while fitting out the hotel
in a contemporary way. Elements such as new bars and toilets can
actually stand out, blended into the heritage aspects.”
The project has revealed a number of treasure troves, most notably
a magnificent terrazzo floor – hidden under no less than five
additional layers of flooring laid on top. Also found was a longforgotten cellar that will be covered in glass to become a feature in
the new bar.
“The site clean-up has been a really interesting process; we have
discovered many amazing features along the way.
“As well as maintaining the history of the Hotel, we think it’s
important to also modernise the space to attract new markets to
the Guildford area, and we are confident that this can only positively
impact the local community.”
Martino and The Publican Group hosted a community information
session to announce the project, and to bring the locals into the
discussion of the redevelopment and allow them to offer feedback.
The Publican Group currently operates 15 venues in Victoria and
Western Australia, primarily in CBD-rooted locations and catering to
patrons that expect modern, well-appointed venues. The Guildford
therefore comes as something of a diversion for the Group, but
Garcia says there is nonetheless considerable synergies with their
existing operations.
“We’d like to bring a bit of the city into the suburbs. There are great
opportunities to market the pub; it’s at the doorstep to the Swan
Valley, which is a real destination, and to go there you drive right
past the pub. There are a multitude of micro-breweries and wineries
around the area.
“Guildford is such a beautiful town. It has a real heritage air to it, and
lots of old buildings. It has a country feel, but is really not that far
from the city.”
The project represents a significant investment of time by the Group,
which likely reflects the gravity with which they are approaching the
much-lauded and highly publicised restoration.
Asked about the significance of this to their grand plan, Garcia said
they are always looking ahead.
“We’ve always got irons in the fire. We’re always looking for
opportunities, because, like Guildford, some things take time.
“I believe you are always either growing or dying. There’s no middleground.”
16 | April 2015 PubTIC

OUTBACK & PROUD

GIVE US TODAY OUR DALY WATER
There’s a hitching rail and water trough
(an old bathtub), next to the parking meter,
below the disconnected telegraph line,
which are across the road from the ‘chopa’
(helicopter) that sits on the roof of the
‘holesail outlet’. It’s all part of the colour and
history of the Aussie outback. Greg Smith
reports

Once, Daly Waters was our answer to the Wild West. But it’s

“Once, there would be days during the wet when we’d see no

been tamed. The cowboys who used to ride in for their wild

more than half a dozen people. But now, we’re always busy,”

weekend benders have been usurped by a constant tide of

she says.

travellers taking the side track in from the Stuart Highway –

Robyne has noticed that tourists who used to stay away

the conduit between Adelaide and Darwin. Owners of Daly

during the wet season now want to experience it for

Waters Pub, Lindsay Carmichael and Robyne Webster, have

themselves.

worked hard for the past 15 years to make this wonderful
piece of our history into today’s family-oriented, fun stopover
out the back of ‘whoop whoop’, which attracts more and more
tourists every year.
Robyne says the tourist seasons have changed since they
arrived.
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“We’ve also worked hard to build a good reputation for
our food. We’ve won lots of awards, and our reputation is
spreading amongst the caravanners as well as the locals.”
Daly Waters Pub is hundreds of miles into the red centre, so I
ask: who are the locals?

Outback & Proud

“You know, from Darwin and Katherine. I drive to
Darwin to have my hair cut. It’s only 600 kilometres,”
she answers, amused at my reaction.
Distance has its tyranny, though. Robyne and Lindsay
find it almost impossible to entice Aussies into the red
centre to work in their iconic pub. I recall smiling when
I ordered my first beer here, as the lad behind the bar
– surrounded by an overwhelming display of Aussie
memorabilia – asked “and what would ye loike, mate?”
in his best Aussie-Irish accent.
Although – I may have been still smiling at the display
of underwear that hangs over the full length of the
bar. Apparently, a bet between a tour bus driver and a
female passenger, 30-odd years ago, started what has
become something of a rite of passage for bold women
who pass through Daly Waters. Robyne laughs as she
tells me the most senior lady whose bra hangs in the
bar was 87 years old.
”We usually make them stand on the bar to hang their
bra up, but we made an exception for her.”
Washing days at the pub can be a little on the eccentric
side; reportedly the bras are all washed and re-hung
every few months, “coz they get pretty dusty”.
Daly Waters Pub is unquestionably an Aussie icon.
Its history would make for a riveting, and possibly
unbelievable, action movie. Built in 1935, near reliable
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water at the junction of a couple of droving routes, Daly

coldie, and the glasses are chilled too. Stories of murder and

Waters became an important watering hole for drovers on the

intrigue, shoot-outs in the street, epic cowboy brawls, even

track.

ghosts. These happy hosts, and their ring-in-Aussie helpers,

The nearby Daly Waters airfield was in fact Australia’s first

love entertaining visitors with fascinating tales – mostly true

international airport; QANTAS flew from here to Singapore.

I’m told – of life as it was in Daly Waters.

During World War II, after Darwin was bombed, the RAF

Researching the history of the pub, Robyne encountered a

personnel were relocated here. The Pub was seconded by the

question no-one has yet been able to answer for her. The first

US armed forces as their local HQ, and the airfield became an

permit to serve liquor at Daly Waters Pub was termed a ‘Jug’

important bomber airbase.

licence. To date, she’s been unable to establish exactly what a

Robyne and Lindsay are justifiably proud of their

‘Jug’ licence provided.

achievements at Daly Waters Pub, having created an

If you can enlighten her, or for lots more interesting

atmosphere of dinkum fun, to replace the roughneck culture

facts about the pub, contact Robyne and Lindsay. www.

that they inherited. The tales are still there to be told over a

dalywaterspub.com or dalywaterspub@bigpond.com
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Case Study

SOLOTEL – THE ROAD TO OVER & ABOVE

Golden Sheaf, Double Bay

Solotel is an acclaimed and award-winning operator of New
South Wales hospitality venues, including some of Sydney’s
biggest and best-known, such as the Kings Cross Hotel,
Golden Sheaf in Double Bay, Clock Hotel in Surry Hills and
idyllic Opera Bar on Circular Quay.
The Group began back in 1986, and still proclaims its
operations are centred on: ethical best practise, integrity and
exceptional service.
It was to this pursuit that early in 2014 they approached Three
Cheers Training to address the effects of changing social
perceptions filtering through the drinking culture in Australia.
“We realised that it is vitally important that our customers
feel safe and comfortable within our venues,” says Natasha
Brennan, Solotel operations manager.
“We do this by ensuring that our venues don’t just portray the
right atmosphere – furnishings, lighting, music, etcetera – but
also the way our staff interact with customers.
“If our customers know that they are in a fun, comfortable and
safe environment then they will come back, and bring their
friends!”
Three Cheers Training was founded by hospitality veteran
Sam Coffey. A graduate of Blue Mountains International Hotel
Management School, Coffey is a 20-year veteran that has
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worked at all levels of operation – from barman to major
events coordinator. He is also a certified Responsible Service
of Alcohol (RSA) trainer.
Coffey began Three Cheers back in 2009, in response to what
he saw as an opportunity to provide venues and operators
with best-practise training for all frontline staff, aimed at
improving business while also mitigating alcohol-related
problems and incidents.
Three Cheers conducted training of staff at Kings Cross venues
deemed high-risk, prior to the third generation of trading
restrictions placed on the precinct. One of these venues was
the Kings Cross Hotel, and CEO of the Kings Cross Liquor
Accord, Doug Grand, put Solotel in touch with the training
provider when they were considering this kind of preventative
methodology for other venues.
It was agreed to do a trial in another of Solotel’s venues – the
popular Sackville Hotel, in Rozelle. Feedback from staff at the
Sackville prompted the training to be rolled out through all of
the Group’s portfolio.
“We originally did the training for our venue managers and
head security guards, then received their feedback,” said
Brennan.
“The overwhelming feedback was that this is really something

Case Study
that would benefit all of our frontline staff, and ultimately our customers. We
have put through nearly 140 staff members (including security guards) across
18 venues.”
The Solotel staff that undertook the Three Cheers course all did so last year,
in a classroom-style environment. But the course is now available online,
as Coffey has found the logistics of arranging coordination of groups and
venues to conduct the training is often inhibitive for operators.
“Three Cheers training does not just concentrate on ticking the RSA box, but
also on how our staff can engage with our customers to better to ensure their
safety,” furthers Brennan, who also did the course.
“I took many things away with me from the training, particularly the amount
of time it takes for your first alcoholic beverage to hit the frontal lobe of the
brain: just 10 minutes!
“Plus the amount of body fluid that is lost upon consumption of every
alcoholic beverage, hence the importance of drinking water and keeping up
hydration.”
Brennan and Solotel report that they are currently negotiating with their
many security companies to have all guards working at one of their venues
to have also done Coffey’s course – known as ‘Special Alcohol Management
Service’, or ‘SAMS’. Far from an imposition, the response thus far from the
companies, such as Corporate Venue Protection, which oversees three of the
Group’s hotels, is one of enthusiasm.
Many of the guards have already done the course, and seen first-hand the
success of staff intelligently managing patrons. Having all customer-facing
personnel on the same song-sheet is an added benefit.
“Hospitality is built on customer service.

Sam Coffey at Golden Sheaf, Double Bay

“Compliance has been drilled into us right from the start; make sure your
signage is right, fill in your incident books, ensure that all staff have done their
courses. But never has the discussion been around talking to the customers,
and getting to the coal face.
“I think the greatest thing I have learnt is that it’s not just about ticking the
boxes – as important as that is – it’s about interacting with our customers.
That’s the basis of hospitality.”
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